In sparse-view Computed Tomography (CT), only a small number of projection images are taken around the object, and sinogram interpolation method has a significant impact on final image quality. When the amount of sparsity -the amount of missing views in sinogram data -is not high, conventional interpolation methods have yielded good results. When the amount of sparsity is high, more advanced sinogram interpolation methods are needed. Recently, several deep learning (DL) based sinogram interpolation methods have been proposed. However, those DL-based methods have mostly tested so far on computer simulated sinogram data rather experimentally acquired sinogram data. In this study, we developed a sinogram interpolation method for sparse-view micro-CT based on the combination of U-Net and residual learning. We applied the method to sinogram data obtained from sparse-view micro-CT experiments, where the sparsity reached 90%. The interpolated sinogram by the DL neural network was fed to FBP algorithm for reconstruction. The result shows that both RMSE and SSIM of CT image are greatly improved. The experimental results demonstrate that this sinogram interpolation method produce significantly better results over standard linear interpolation methods when the sinogram data are extremely sparse.
INTRODUCTION
CT allows physicians to diagnose injuries and disease more quickly and accurately than other imaging modalities. The useful features that distinguish CT are fast scanning and spatial resolution. However, there has been increase in incidence of radiation-induced carcinogenesis. CT alone contributes almost one half of the total radiation exposure from medical use and one quarter of the average radiation exposure per capita in the USA [1] .
Radiation dose is one of the most significant factors determining CT image quality and thereby the diagnostic accuracy and the outcome of a CT examination. It should only be reduced under the condition that the diagnostic image quality is not sacrificed. The method like CT system optimization, ccan range minimization and automatic exposure control have yielded some benefit. CT imaging with sparsely sample projections is another effective approach to reduce radiation dose. The main challenge for sparse-view CT is its image reconstruction.
Image reconstruction from sparsely sampled signal falls under ill-posed inverse problem and has been addressed in broadly two ways. Compressive sensing theory has been applied to the reconstruction problem in the form of simultaneous algebraic reconstruction technique and its variations [2, 3] . Total variation loss minimization [4, 5] using an optimization solver framework was another effective solution. Such iterative approaches are complex in terms of computations. On the other hand, filtered back projection (FBP) remains one of the gold standards for reconstruction.
Research was carried out to synthesize missing sinogram data before feeding it to the FBP to reduce artifacts in reconstructed images. Typically, such sinogram synthesis task was handled with linear interpolation or nearest-neighbor interpolation. However, those conventional techniques are not adequate and still exhibit significant image artifact after reconstruction. This is especially true when a large percentage of sinogram data need to be interpolated. Recently 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this study, we developed a sinogram synthesis method for sparse-view micro-CT based on deep learning neural network. The network is based on the combination of U-Net and residual learning. The U-Net can effectively learn the intricate structure of sinogram data especially for biomedical images. The residual learning can facilitate training by learning the difference between the input sinogram data and reference sinogram data instead of directly transforming sinogram data. We applied the method to micro-CT experimental data and the result shows the RMSE was improved from 0.009028 to 0.001977 and SSIM was improved from 0.8577 to 0.9948.
In our study, we first interpolated the sinogram using simple linear interpolation technique and then utilized neural network to further improve the linearly interpolated sinogram. This interpolation process can make sure the data size of the network input is the same as the data size of the network output. Maintaining the network input and output in the same size can make the training easier.
The deep learning based sparse-view sinogram synthesis approaches have been explored by some previous studies [15, 17, 20] . For example, Lee et al. proposed a successive convolutional neural network with 20 layers [17] ; Ghani et al. applied conditional GAN to process the sparse-view sinograms [20] . But all those studies use simulation data instead of experimental data. In this study, we applied our approach to micro-CT experimental data and the image quality was largely improved (RMSE improved 78.10%). Besides, in our study the sparse-view CT data is just 10% of the full-view CT data (90% sparsity). Our approach demonstrates good performance when dealing with realistic sinogram data with very large sparsity.
In summary we developed a DL-based method to synthesize sinogram for sparse-view micro-CT. When applying the method to experimental sinogram data with very large sparsity, the image quality was improved significantly. The proposed method could lead to high quality micro-CT imaging with faster imaging speed and lower radiation dose.
